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Кроссворд по предмету "английскому языку"  на тему "Экология"
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По горизонтали
1. an imaginary line drawn around the world halfway between its northernmost and southernmost points
2. Sacred mountain in Japan
4. The natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism
5. A collection of small aquatic inhabitants
6. Close co-existence of individuals of different species, when one of the organisms lives at the expense of the other
7. The Volga flows into this sea
8. Close mutually beneficial cohabitation of different types
9. The upper solid shell of the globe
11. The degree of variation of animal and plants species on Earth
14. The degree of variation of animal and plants species on Earth
15. Accumulation of excessive amounts of salts harmful to plants in the soil
16. A process that occurs when gases in Earth's atmosphere trap the Sun's heat.
17. Clear (an area) of forests or trees
18. the second largest ocean in the world
19. The relationship between organisms of the same species or different species competing for the same environmental resources with their lack
20. What shields the Earth from harmful UV raise of the sun?
21. International non-governmental environmental organization
22. Power that comes from sources which are not going to run out, do not pollute as much as fossil fuels

По вертикали
1. Plants that settle on trees
3. The state of imaginary death.A collection of small aquatic inhabitants
6. The totality of individuals of the same species occupying a certain area
10. A river in Siberia, one of the longest and deepest rivers in the world and Russia. It flows into the Kara Sea of the Arctic Ocean
12. A process that removes the upper layer of soil, from which plants get most of their nutrients and water
13. the world's largest ocean
16. A process that occurs when gases in Earth's atmosphere trap the Sun's heat

